At the University of Bern, technological support for innovative teaching and research as well as collaboration methods is provided by iLUB. www.ilub.unibe.ch

ILIAS – central e-learning platform.
ILIAS provides fast access to reading assignments and other course materials used in conventional instruction. It can also be employed as a platform for distance learning programs conducted entirely online and collaborate with others.
www.ilias.unibe.ch
www.aboutilias.unibe.ch

Courses – Request new courses.
Regular courses are implemented in KSL (Kernsystem Lehre of University of Bern, www.ksl.lehre.unibe.ch). ILIAS courses can be generated in course announcement of KSL. If your course is undocumented in KSL, you can request an online course.
www.getilias.unibe.ch

Workshops – Introduce the topic of computer-supported learning.
Our “hands-on” courses are open to University of Bern faculty and staff. Participants receive expert instruction at individual workstations.
www.kurse.ilub.unibe.ch

Video in teaching – Podcasts, teaching and learning videos and webinars.
Several of the lecture halls at the University of Bern are equipped with podcast infrastructure. We support the use of video in teaching, of course records and creating teaching/learning videos and webinars (web meetings with video).
www.lehre.unibe.ch/video

iTools - Online surveys and working groups.
The iTools section of ILIAS allows university employees to customize online applications for use by instructors, administrators and students.
www.iitools.unibe.ch
www.aboutiitools.unibe.ch

VHO - User accounts for external persons.
Guest speaker and researchers outside Swiss universities get access to ILIAS with a VHO account.
www.vho.unibe.ch

Continuous improvement of the ILIAS platform.
The ILIAS e-learning platform software is open source. We will be happy to communicate your needs and desires to the ILIAS programming community.
www.ilias.de

Other tools and resources.
In cooperation with departments and institutes at the University of Bern, we are working to expand and enhance the capabilities of ILIAS through the further development of tools including:
DigiSem (digisem.unibe.ch)
Podcasting (podcast.unibe.ch)
Adobe Connect (interact.switch.ch)
Branded Doodle (unibe.doodle.ch)
Selfevaluation-Tool (ilias.unibe.ch)
Online-Tools (www.toolbox.unibe.ch)

Blog – News from ILIAS and innovative teaching and collaboration.
The iLUB blog informs about current ILIAS applications and innovations in teaching and research. There are tips and tricks how you can use ILIAS.
www.blog.ilub.unibe.ch

Consulting support.
Take advantage of our experience when you deploy new media and technologies in teaching – from downloadable content to large-scale e-learning projects.
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